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Science and Data Today

In many fields, research becomes progressively data-driven

Combination of data, AI and computing power starts giving a break-through in 
many directions

- taking on complex systems (e.g., climate, molecular biology, medicine) 
- puristic models not fitting real-world situations 
- imperfect metrics and rules for decision making 
- incomplete understanding and knowledge base 
- “I need to get things working first, and understand how they work second”

Recent example: predicting protein structures with AlphaFold 2 from DeepMind Technologies 
- unprecedented accuracy in predicting protein structures in 3d 
- expanding proteomics to genomics scales (from 180K known to 130M new structures) 
- implications for structural biology research are breathtaking and still not fully understood



Data and Computing Infrastructures



EGI and Research Infrastructures



Gross Idea: Distributed Production with Unified Access

Resourcing Production Storage Distribution Consumption



Gross Idea: Distributed Production with Unified Access

Experiment Data Processing Data Storage Data Servers Users



Data Production in Structural Biology

Imaging Facilities Research Labs Data Bank and Server Users



Data Maintenance in Structural Biology

Single repository
- Protein Data Bank established in 1971 
- Underpins academic and industrial research on global scale

Does not keep all data
- originally kept only atomic coordinates of biological macromolecules 
- reduced experimental data accepted from 1999 and made mandatory in 2008  
- processed experimental data accepted from 2020 but not mandatory 
- raw experimental data are not deposited

No framework for keeping structure solution projects
- valuable information about how the structure was solved, is not retained  
- structure solution cost varies between $100K and $2M 
- the total cost of re-creating the PDB, if lost, is estimated at over $4B 
- life-time expectancy of data kept in local labs may be as short as few years



CCP4 Cloud Initiative

Conceived in 2016
- Funded by BBSRC UK and CCP4

Response to demands and trends rapidly emerging in the field
- CPU power (due to increased automation) 
- Centralised database support (due to expansion of methods based on data templates) 
- Software as a service (due to increased size and complexity of software setups) 
- Supporting distributed projects for team work 
- Cloud model for geographically-agnostic access and project data safety 
- Supporting personal mobile platforms (tablets and smartphones) 
- Communication with data facilities (synchrotrons, PDB, AFDB, etc)

Released in 2018
- Add-on in CCP4 7.0 (September 2018), fully integrated in CCP4 7.1 (April 2020) 
- Timely in pandemic situation 
- 2,000 registered users



CCP4 Cloud Architecture
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Not an application, but rather a 
configurable and expandable 
framework

- Configuration done with 
light-weight JSON files

- Based on Node JS

- Python adapters for 
executables

- No principal restrictions on 
the location and number of 
components

- All nodes are functionally 
independent entities



Typical CCP4 Cloud Configurations
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From CCP4 7.1, any 
CCP4 setup may be 
used as one or few 
CCP4 Cloud node(s)

- Single Host comes as a 
standard (effectively a 
desktop GUI)

- User Node comes pre-
configured for working 
with CCP4-Harwell 
instance

- All nodes have identical 
codebase



On User Side

A Web-Application with 
rich graphical front-end



On User Side

Work arranged in 
Projects

Projects can be shared in real time

Projects can be exported 
for exchange or archival



On User Side

Projects develop as 
branching trees

Data import

Sending results to the PDB

Branching

Data flow automated 
Data types enforced

Remarks for project annotation



On User Side

Rich graphical reports 
in-browser



On User Side

Embedded Molecular 
Graphics



Active CCP4 
Cloud Instances

CCP4-Harwell
Public (global)

Institutional (local)

Uni Exeter

Francis Crick

Uni Newcastle

LMB Cambridge

EMBL-Hamburg

Incyte Inc. (USA)



Main Features

Functionally complete
- includes all stages of structure solution

Designed to serve a number of users
- 2,000 registered users 
- 70,000 jobs/year at CCP4-Harwell

Designed to work with external data sources and services
- import from data facilities (currently iCAT, other in progress) 
- import from PDB and AFDB 
- integrated PDB deposition line

Designed to maintain structure solution projects
- backward compatible, versioned, metadating to ensure projects’ integrity in future 
- all data is kept with projects  
- sharing projects in real time



Data Production in Structural Biology

Imaging Facilities Research Labs Data Bank and Server Users



Data Production in Structural Biology

Research Labs Imaging Facilities Data Bank and Server UsersCCP4 Cloud



Summary
Data production in Science, in general, and Structure Biology, in particular, is taking industrial 
scales and approaches

- Data revolution, rise of AI 
- Automation of research and engineering 
- Approach to complex and fuzzy problems

Structural Biology infrastructure can be complemented with CCP4 Cloud

Developing research infrastructures in form of centrally maintained data, software and 
computing services, linked to data producing and research centres, is a desirable way forward

- Uniform approach to data management and structure solution across sites 
- Efficient data logistics 
- Retaining all data and metadata related to costly experiments

- Efficiency through concentration and standardisation  
- Long-term data and software maintenance, knowledge keeping

EGI is invited
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